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Marcelo Deiss is a Brazilian born, London based artist whose music dances 

between indie, blues, folk and rock. His music details themes about social 

alienation and human condition in subjects like greed, hypocrisy, absurdity and 

despair. The South American artist feeds off irony, satire and a dose of dark humor 

to make audiences see the obvious that goes unnoticed in everyday life. 

Highlighting situations and news that we see but we don't look at and news we 

hear but we don't listen to, Marcelo brings light to ordinary occurrences. 

Everything from the overuse of technology, to economic policy and our daily 

customs.  

 

 

Spending time in both London and Sao Paulo, the musician is able to explore new 

sounds as well as new topics. Influenced greatly by visual artists such as Steve 

Cutts and John Holcroft, Marcelo’s songs revolve around the struggling 

underclass, with anthems about anti-establishment, anti-capitalist and anti-war. 

Marcelo shares, “Cutts and Holcroft’s work embodies a powerful and scary 

message about humankind which we can all really relate to as human beings. Their 

work really helped create a clear vision of what I was trying to achieve sonically.” 

 

Similar to his previous releases, “Horses Running” and “I Went Down”, Marcelo’s 

latest single “Gridlock” also focuses on themes such as greed and social 

alienation. With the hopes to spark conversation about subjects that need to be 

confronted about it, the musician shares, “I would say that it's mainly about 
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bringing attention to the injustice of the system we are living in. It was movements 

such as Brexit, Me Too movement, Trump, Black Lives Matter and other topics that 

deal with oppression that got me into writing about what's currently happening in 

our society.” Inspired by the likes of Wilco, Jimi Hendrix, Ben Harper and Albert 

King, “Gridlock” absorbs a comparable essence of gritty alt rock, showcasing 

resonating guitars, raspy vocals, a bluesy rhythm section and politically themed 

lyrics. 

 

Through the rawness of his music and the sheer gravity of his lyrics, the Brazilian 

artist is creating music to stimulate emotions. Marcelo Deiss has something to say, 

so listen up. 

 

Listen HERE.
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Marcelo Deiss delivers political
blues rock with new single

“Gridlock”
1 month ago by Victoria Polsely   

Splitting his time between Sao Paulo and London, Marcelo Deiss has been raising eyebrows with his

politically focused blues rock and his latest track “Gridlock” closely follows suit. Not only does his music

satisfy the needs of traditional rock’n’roll fans, but it also raises awareness of topics that can no longer be

ignored. From greed and oppression to social alienation, the Brazilian artist hopes that his music might

amplify these issues and make people think twice.

“Gridlock” is everything that you’d want a blues infused, indie rock track to be. Rambunctious guitars,

gravelly vocals and a throbbing bassline emphasizes how Deiss has something to say, and he wants you to
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hear it loud and clear. The musician reveals, “I would say that it's mainly about bringing attention to the

injustice of the system we are living in. It was movements such as Brexit, Me Too movement, Trump, Black

Lives Matter and other topics that deal with oppression that got me into writing about what's currently

happening in our society.”

“Gridlock” is just the third single to be released by Deiss and we can only hope that an EP is on the horizon.

Connect with Marcelo Deiss : Facebook  | Twitter  | Instagram

Tags: Gridlock · MARCELØ DEISS
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VIDEO PREMIERE: Marcelo Deiss – Gridlock

Marcelo Deiss is a Brazilian born, London based artist whose music dances between indie, blues, folk and rock. His music details themes about social
alienation and human condition in subjects like greed, hypocrisy, absurdity and despair. The South American artist feeds off irony, satire and a dose of
dark humour to make audiences see the obvious that goes unnoticed in everyday life. Highlighting situations and news that we see but we don’t look at
and news we hear but we don’t listen to, Marcelo brings light to ordinary occurrences. Everything from the overuse of technology, to economic policy
and our daily customs.

Spending time in both London and Sao Paulo, the musician is able to explore new sounds as well as new topics. In�uenced greatly by visual artists such
as Steve Cutts and John Holcroft, Marcelo’s songs revolve around the struggling underclass, with anthems about anti-establishment, anti-capitalist and
anti-war. Marcelo shares, “Cutts and Holcroft’s work embodies a powerful and scary message about humankind which we can all really relate to as
human beings. Their work really helped create a clear vision of what I was trying to achieve sonically.”

Similar to his previous releases, “Horses Running” and “I Went Down”, Marcelo’s latest single “Gridlock” also focuses on themes such as greed and social
alienation. With the hopes to spark conversation about subjects that need to be confronted about it, the musician shares, “I would say that it’s mainly
about bringing attention to the injustice of the system we are living in. It was movements such as Brexit, Me Too movement, Trump, Black Lives Matter
and other topics that deal with oppression that got me into writing about what’s currently happening in our society.” Inspired by the likes of Wilco, Jimi
Hendrix, Ben Harper and Albert King, “Gridlock” absorbs a comparable essence of gritty alt rock, showcasing resonating guitars, raspy vocals, a bluesy
rhythm section and politically themed lyrics.

Through the rawness of his music and the sheer gravity of his lyrics, the Brazilian artist is creating music to stimulate emotions. Marcelo Deiss has
something to say, so listen up.

Watch the video for ‘Gridlock’ – BELOW:

Marcelo Deiss - GridlockMarcelo Deiss - Gridlock

This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.  Accept Read More

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-h8QZfgLxec
https://www.xsnoize.com/privacy-policy/
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Beneath the Surface

From album reviews to interviews and much more, this is the
place to keep up with the world of rock and heavy metal

LIBERTYDUNWORTH

Marcelo Deiss- ‘Gridlock’ Review

Combining the blues-inspired sound of the ’60s with indie rock, the up-and-coming songwriter’s latest singles
perfectly balances on the tightrope between familiarity and refreshing newness.

https://beneaththesurfacemusic.com/
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The Brazilian born, London based musician, Marcelo Deiss has begun to capture a�ention from across the
industry with his latest singles on Gridlock. 

A hybrid of genres, ranging from indie, blues, alternative rock and folk, Gridlock doesn’t just provide the perfect
soundtrack for the remainder of the year, but also serves to convey a much-needed message about the political
world that lurks beneath our everyday lives.

Centred around deep-rooted motifs such as the hypocrisy of the figures in power and the injustice embedded
into our daily routines, Gridlock sheds light on some of 2020’s biggest issues, whilst simultaneously providing a
sound that is appealing to any music-lover.
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From the title track, ‘Gridlock’, an uplifting, summer anthem that emits positivity, to the more emotion-driven,
stripped-back ‘MEDO’, Deiss finds an elegance throughout his music, showcasing his ability to jump between
genres without ever sacrificing his distinctive edge.

Inspired by names such as Jimi Hendrix, Wilco and Albert King, Marcelo Deiss refuses to conform to the
boundaries of genre. 

With the feel-good, effect-driven backdrop, juxtaposed by the raspy, raw vocal style, the singles seem to convey
a new, refreshing sound, distinctive to Deiss, yet with the warmth and familiarity of the 1960s.

Drawing parallels to both the Grunge icon, Mark Lanegan and the pop sensation, Hozier, through the gri�y
vocal style, Gridlock, with u�er ease, provides a sound that can be appreciated by fans of any genre, whilst
shedding light on the injustices hidden in plain sight.

Reflecting the issues he sees embedded in society, the singles tackles heavy themes that are coming to dominate
the recent year, including Brexit, Black Lives Ma�er and the Me Too movement- provoking the much-needed
discussions that many artists shy away from.
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What’s more, with inspiration for his discography being taken from visual artists, from the likes of Steve Cu�s
and John Holcroft, Marcelo Deiss seems to do something more than use an accessible sound to convey a
statement about society. The experimental, unorthodox layers throughout each of the three tracks allows the
artist to create an aura around his music, stirring up an unmistakable sense of emotion as it progresses.

As to the future of Deiss, it is safe to assume that the artist will continue to use his platform to bring awareness
to ongoing issues and to make his audience reflect on the world around them. Outwardly rejecting the easy
categorisation of his music by blending multiple genres together, there is no doubt that the artist’s future
releases will push boundaries and evolve his distinctive sound further.

.

.

.

To check out the singles, click here (h�ps://soundcloud.com/user-58859154/tracks)!

Similarly, to keep up to date with Marcelo Deiss, check out the links below!

h�ps://www.instagram.com/marcelodeiss/
(h�ps://www.instagram.com/marcelodeiss/h�ps://twi�er.com/marcelodeissh�ps://www.facebook.com/Marcelo-
Deiss)

h�ps://twi�er.com/marcelodeiss
(h�ps://www.instagram.com/marcelodeiss/h�ps://twi�er.com/marcelodeissh�ps://www.facebook.com/Marcelo-
Deiss)

h�ps://www.facebook.com/Marcelo-Deiss
(h�ps://www.instagram.com/marcelodeiss/h�ps://twi�er.com/marcelodeissh�ps://www.facebook.com/Marcelo-
Deiss)
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The Four Pillars: Listen, Read, Think, Write

The Indy Review

World Watch: Marcelo Deiss

b.liebman / September 9, 2020 / World Watch

Country: Brazil/United Kingdom

Spending time between his San Paolo and London, Marcelo Deiss lets the sounds and influences of
both homes seep into his alternative rock tunes. Tackling subjects like the struggling underclass,
capitalism and war through a lens of irony, satire and dark humor, Deiss is using his art as a platform
to bring awareness to bigger issues (while managing to still kick out some true jams).

His most recent single, “Gridlock”, is an earthy rocker with blues guitar licks and a toe tapping beat.
Deiss’ raspy voice brings grit and soul to his tracks, though he’s able to smooth it out on the
meditative “MEDO”, which coasts along with Deiss switching between English and Portugese.
“My_Home” brings in the classic rock vibes via a groovy organ line, bristling percussion and singing
guitars.

Hear a couple of his tunes in our World Watch playlist
(h�ps://open.spotify.com/playlist/1tqYExaYoRhUCWiG2aY07s?si=zyuO0uNvTA2ehf2tlCLT1g)!

https://theindyreview.com/
https://theindyreview.com/author/b0liebman/
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